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HIGH-QUALITY FINNISH 
PRESS BRAKES FOR THE 
MORE DEMANDING TASTE
Aliko’s decades of experience in product development and machine manufacturing 
provide a unique insight into what product solution is righ for the customer’s 
production process.

Properties which are required of production machinery such as accuracy and 
durability are emphasized to the utmost in really hard work. A press brake 
which is running round the clock must be of very high quality in 
order to endure the load caused by productive work.

Press brakes

Innovative modular design 
- Customized solutions at a reasonable price, from basic to high 
  end machine.

Machine manufacturer with 40 years of experience 
- We know the most critical parts of a machine and know how to 
  do them properly. 
- Due to the long experience, we’ve designed a new collection 
  with even more cost-effective and easy to use.

More varied solutions for bending 
- Fast and durable tool clamping solutions. CNC adjustable lower 
  tool for heavy duty machines and 1V lower tool solutions for 
  small and medium sized machines. 
- Comprehensive range of basic tools in stock and modified 
  solutions according to customer needs

Finnish high quality equipment 
- The critical parts of the Aliko press brakes are manufactured 
  in Finland. 
- The carefully selected components come from long-term 
  partners. 
- We rely on our quality and therefore give our press brakes a 
  3-year warranty

After-sales service 
- Our skilled service team responds to unforeseen production 
  disruptions within 24 hours of contacting us.

User friendly and environmentally friendly solutions 
- Aliko’s programmable eco-mode ensures that energy is only 
  used when needed. 
- Easy-to-use CNC control ensures that even the most 
  inexperienced machine’s operator succeeds. 
- Workstation adjustments can be made quickly and easily for 
  each user and job

WHY ALIKO
PRESS BRAKE?
Long lasting experience and high 
professionalism in this field!
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F-SERIES

 THE SMALLEST 
MEMBER 

 
ALIKO F-series press brakes have 3–4,2 meters bending length and 220–400 tons bending force. 

A wide range of press brake accessories is available enabling Aliko to design 
a machine solution to meet the customer’s needs exactly. 

This machine guarantees the highest quality with a very competitive price level, it does not have any pit, 
always delivered assembled and installation takes one day only. Wide range of functional equipment 

allow the customer to optimize an excellent machine for sheet metal work or heavy duty bending.

ALIKO

         3-4,2m

   220-400tn

ALIKO F-series
A wide range of accessories according 
to customer’s needs  
 
CNC control 
Cybelec CybTouch 12PS / 15PS  
or VisiTouch 19 2D/3D 

CNC back gauge 
2, 4, 5 or 6 axis back gauge model

Upper tool fastening 
Manual, pneumatic or 
hydraulic clamping

Lower tool holder 
Manual, pneumatic or 
hydraulic

Front supports 
On linear guides, adjustment with 
hydraulic sprin or motorized  
and CNC controlled front 
workpiece supports 

Wide range of 
auxiliary equipment 
Angle measurement device 
Workpiece handling 
crane system

• All necessary electrical and hydraulic equipment to ensure 
machine functionality

• EcoMode - optimization of power consumption
• machine working with an inclined beam possibility
• LazerSafe optical safety arrangement
• CNC back gauge and CNC crowning system
• Cybelec CNC control
• front supports
• proper covers to prevent access to no-go areas
• working lights in front and above
• overload protection, CE-certification, machine is CE-approved

ALIKO F-series includes following features and propertie

Bending length

Bending force
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HEAVY DUTY
ALIKO

FOR HEAVIER 
BENDING

 
Heavy Duty press brakes – quality solutions for larger volumes. This series has reinforced 

construction, 3–10 meters bending length and 500–800 tons bending force. 
It is completed with various accessories and optional devices.

Heay Duty frame, like the F-series, is designed to minimize welding structures to achieve the 
highest possible uniformity in the press brake frame structure. In addition to high quality, 

we achieve a cost-effective and fast manufacturing process that enables large-scale 
press brakes to be also delivered quickly and affordably to our customers.

ALIKO Heavy Duty

        3-10m

A wide range of accessories according 
to customer’s needs  
 
CNC control 
Cybelec CybTouch 12PS / 15PS  
or VisiTouch 19 2D/3D 

CNC back gauge 
2, 4, 5 or 6 axis back gauge model

Upper tool fastening 
Manual or 
hydraulic clamping

Lower tool holder 
Manual, pneumatic or 
hydraulic

Front supports 
On linear guides, adjustment with 
hydraulic sprin or motorized  
and CNC controlled front 
workpiece supports 

Wide range of 
auxiliary equipment 
Angle measurement device 
Workpiece handling 
crane system

500-800tn

Bending length

Bending force

• All necessary electrical and hydraulic equipment to ensure 
machine functionality

• EcoMode - optimization of power consumption
• machine working with an inclined beam possibility
• LazerSafe optical safety arrangement
• CNC back gauge and CNC crowning system
• Cybelec CNC control
• front supports
• proper covers to prevent access to no-go areas
• working lights in front and above
• overload protection, CE-certification, machine is CE-approved

ALIKO Heavy Duty includes following features and propertie
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FOR VERY HIGH 
COMPRESSIVE FORCE 

 
Giant press brake provides you the best result for any challenge with bending force of 
1000 tons or above. Personalized selection of parameters, wide range of press brake 

accessories, such as Aliko CNC adjustable lower tool, ensure high productivity.

The advanced frame connecting solutions in use minimize stress on the machine structure. 
Due to the precise modular design, the transport and installation of 

Giant press brakes is quick and affordable

GIANT
ALIKO

ALIKO Giant

           4,2–14m

A wide range of accessories according 
to customer’s needs  
 
CNC control 
Cybelec CybTouch 12PS / 15PS  
or VisiTouch 19 2D/3D 

CNC back gauge 
2, 4, 5 or 6 axis back gauge model

Upper tool fastening 
Manual, pneumatic or 
hydraulic clamping

Lower tool holder 
Manual, pneumatic or 
hydraulic

Front supports 
On linear guides, adjustment with 
hydraulic sprin or motorized  
and CNC controlled front 
workpiece supports 

Wide range of 
auxiliary equipment 
Angle measurement device 
Sheet feeding system 
Workpiece handling 
crane system

   1000tn+

Bending length

Bending force
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• All necessary electrical and hydraulic equipment to ensure 
machine functionality

• EcoMode - optimization of power consumption
• machine working with an inclined beam possibility
• LazerSafe optical safety arrangement
• CNC back gauge and CNC crowning system
• Cybelec CNC control
• front supports
• proper covers to prevent access to no-go areas
• working lights in front and above
• overload protection, CE-certification, machine is CE-approved

ALIKO Giant includes following features and propertie



WORRIED ABOUT 
OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY 
OF YOUR OLD MACHINE? Bending quality 

 
The quality of older machines may no 

longer meet today’s requirements, 
and Aliko’s retrofit solutions always 
improve the quality of bending in 

addition to productivity.

 

Productivity 
 

The productivity of the bending process 
is largely influenced by programming 

and setup times. For example, the CNC 
control upgrade, the additional axes for back 

gauge, automatic crowning system and 
varied solutions for press brake tools 

significantly speed up the bending process.

Work ergonomics 
 

The work ergonomics of the press brake 
have become increasingly important. We 

have several additional devices to facilitate 
the bending process, such as motorized / 
manually adjustable front supports, CNC 

controlled front workpiece supports, 
integrated workpiece lifting equipment 

and sheet feeding systems

Aliko offers a wide range of retrofit solutions for the press brakes.

In addition to Aliko press brakes, these upgrades can be also 
made to many other manufacturer’s machines.

We have a comprehensive range of ready-made retrofit solutions, 
such as back gauge modification, bending tools fastening, crowning 
systems and CNC controls replacements, which we can install on 
our client’s older machines without the need for expensive 
customization.

Retrofit solutions
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AFTER-SALES SERVICE 
INCREASES EFFICIENCY AND 
MAINTAINS RELIABILITY

After-sales service
Aliko’s efficient after-sales service 
focuses on maintenance to avoid 

unexpected downtime.

Service staff consists of the industry’s top 
professionals who receive regular 

training, for example with the original 
machine manufacturer in Europe.

We provide maintenance services on 
a continuous basis or as a single visit. 
Mobile maintenance enables machine 

maintenance throughout the 
country at short notice.

Training service
Aliko also provides training services outside 
of equipment deliveries and in cooperation 

with other equipment suppliers.

Every training provided by Aliko is individual 
and tailored to the customer’s needs. 

Whether it’s an old or a new machine, we 
can provide professional training for our 

own equipment as well as for our 
principal’s equipment.

Over 30 years of our co-operation ensures 
that Aliko has the strongest Cybelec 

control expertise in Finland. Whether new 
or old CNC control, we can help with user 

guidance or more extensive 
bending training.

Spare part stock
We maintain an extensive stock of 

spare parts and consumables, covering 
almost all Aliko and Messer basic parts.

Year-round and comprehensive ac-
tivities throughout the country.

For the Messer Cutting Systems we have 
support from Messer’s own spare parts 
warehouse in Gross-Umsstad, Central 

Germany. Convenient location of both our 
companies ensures fast delivery 

of spare parts to the end customer.

The uninterrupted operation of the customer’s production process is 
one of Aliko’s most important goals.

Aliko invests in the functionality and development of maintenance and 
spare parts services. Long experience ensures a wide knowledge 
of the equipment and enables anticipation of situations.

Service & spare parts
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MORE VARIED
SOLUTIONS FOR
BENDING Standard tools

Aliko has wide range of bending tool solutions, such as 
1V and multi-V lower tools and different upper tool 
solutions.

1V lower tools

Varied solutions with Wila or Promecam fixture. It is possible to 
bend challenging shapes with a narrow 1V lower tool. Sectioning 
available to all models. Rollers in V-opening corners are also 
possible.

All Aliko press brake tools are made from 42CrMo4 material, are 
well polished and hardened. We guarantee that Aliko tools are always 
of best quality and wear-resistant.

We constantly stock a wide variety of shear blades and press brake tools. 
In addition, we also ensure bending tool load resistance with 
modern simulation software.

Press brake tools
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Multi-V lower tools

Multi-V lower tools are manufactured by request in wide range 
60x60–350x350 mm. V-openings can be manufactured with 60°–85° 
angle. External measurements of the tool determine the maximum 
opening.

Upper tools

Aliko offers “straight” and “gooseneck” punches and all our tools are 
available for all fixtures. Complex tools include punch frame and 
replaceable punch tips – convenient and effective solution, quick tool 
change, small storage space and low cost for additional punch tips.
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•   

MORE PRODUCTIVITY 
FOR BENDING WITH
ADJUSTABLE LOWER TOOLS

Manual adjustable lower tools

Especially for large-size press brakes, our customers have favoured 
a mechanical adjustable lower tool because of its wide application 
range.

Cost-official and budgetary alternative solution to CNC adjustable die. 
The strong frame and rollers at the V-opening’s corners ensure 
a long tool life.

Why choose Aliko Man-MA lower tool?

   - accurate adjustment, 10 mm gaps 
   - even 30° bendings 
   - budgetary alternative to CNC adjustable die

Adjustable lower tools

We have CNC and manual adjustable solutions.

CNC adjustable lower tools

The design of the tool pays special attention to durability and 
precision control. V-opening adjustment range and tool length 
can be customized according to customer needs.

Due to the speed of the adjustment, the production of smalls eries 
is cost-effective and much preferable compared to standard 
bending tool solutions.

Why to choose Aliko CNC-MA-lower tool?

   - accurate adjustment, 10 mm gaps 
   - quick V-openings adjustment straight from CNC-control 
   - rolls in V corners reduce tool wear and improve bending quality

Press brake tools
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Modern and strong adjustable lower tools – great alternative solution 
for ordinary die tools. It minimizes tool change time and this is 
especially emphasized in large size press brakes.

With the CNC adjustable lower tool, the V-opening change occurs in seconds 
and is completely automatic through the CNC control of the press brake. 
Due to the speed of the adjustment, the production of small series is 
cost-effective and much preferable compared to standard bending 
tool solutions. There is also a range of manually adjustable 
lower tool solutions.
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Aliko Oy Ltd

The company started in 1978 in cooperation 
with his father Simo Alitalo, and the same year 
the first machine delivery, a self-made guillotine 
shears, was done. The first press brake delivery 
to the customer took place two years later. The 
product name was created by a proper combina- 
tion of the company name and it has remained 
since then: Aliko.

Over the years, there have been ups and 
downs, however, always have been survived 
with a good group of people, Finnish spirit and 
a bit of madness.

The 1990s and early 2000s were a time of 
different product applications and growth for us. 
The company renewed its product palette, for 
example new generation of ALIKO Giant press 
brakes and focused on the export market. How- 
ever, customer needs have always been on 
the top of priority, as evidenced by long-term 
partnerships with many customers.

Today’s Aliko is in great stride, thanks to the 
right strategic decisions of the last decade. 
Hannu Alitalo is still a major shareholder in the 
board of the company, but a new generation 

of smart and eager Aliko’s young spirits is now 
running the company’s day-to-day life under 
direction of CEO Stanislav Demin. Our company 
is proud of over 1300 machine deliveries, to 
Finland and other countries.

Aliko’s strength has always been innovative 
product development, design and flexibility. 
Machines manufactured in Finland represent 
state-of-the-art technology and quality. Aliko 
is constantly striving to meet the changing 
needs of the sheet metalworking industry with 
its supply and expertise.

FINNISH SHEET METAL 
MACHINERY KNOW-HOW 
SINCE 1978!
Hannu Alitalo, the founder of Alitalo Konepaja, started his career as an 
engineer where many other advanced companies have ever started: 
in the garage. There, a young skilful young man with a strong 
entrepreneurial spirit, designed and assembled his first machines. 
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Sales
+358 207 280 370

info@aliko.fi

Service
+358 207 280 370

huolto@aliko.fi

Tools
+358 207 280 370

tools@aliko.fi

Yrittäjänkulma 5,
33710 Tampere

Finland


